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RALPH AND FRANCES GARCIA RENEW 
WEDDING VOWS ON 70™ ANNIVERSARY!
SAN BERNARDINO COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
DISTRICT’S NEW CHANCELLOR
Ralph and Frances Garcia renewing their wedding vows with Father Mulumby at St. 
Bernardine’s Church, San Bernardino on their 70'*' anniversary. The couple is sur­
rounded by their sons and daughters. Photo by lEHN
Ralph and Frances Garcia cel­
ebrated Mass at St. Bernardine’s 
Church in San Bernardino on August 
13,2000, with the Reverend Edward 
Molumby officiating, and renewed 
their marriage vows identically as they 
did 70 years ago on August 10’ 1930 
in the same church!
The religious ceremony was at­
tended by their children. Rose 
Machain, Toni Garcia, Trini Garcia, 
Tillie Rosales, Ralph Garcia and and 
Jess Garcia, who were emotionally 
moved as Father Molumby blessed the 
couple on this auspicious occasion. 
One daughter, Delores Garcia is de­
ceased.
As the happy couple walked down 
the church aisle with their priest, the 
congregation gave them a standing 
ovation and applause.
Many relatives and friends 
crowded around the couple at the ves­
tibule of the church to offer congratu­
lations to the Garcias who, perhaps, 
have a record of marital longevity in 
our present modem society.
Ralph walks a little slower than 
when he and Frances renewed their 
marriage vows at their 50'*’ wedding 
anniversary at St. Bernardine’s
Church, when the parish priest. Mon­
signor Bradley, officiated at the Mass 
and blessed the couple. However, 
Frances is still very spry and for any­
one trying to keep up with her, it is a 
major chore.
Continue on Page 9
Dr. Donald F. Averill is the new chancellor for 
San Bernardino Community College District. 
He has a deep interest in a closer connection 
to the communities serving the district’s 17,000 
students at Valley College and Crafton Hills 
College, Yucaipa. He was the unanimous 
choice for the chancellor’s post by the SBCCD 
Board of Trustees
San Bernardino Community Col­
lege, District’s new chancellor wants 
to invigorate the district’s “commu­
nity” trademark, encourage whole-
LORENZAVASQUEZ, 
ACTIVIST DIES
Lorenza Vasquez, 60, mother and com­
munity activist, passed away on August 
7,2000. Requiem Mass was held at Our 
Lady of Guadalupe Church on August 14, 
2000, with Father Ray Rosales officiat­
ing.
COMMUNITY
Lorenza Vasquez, raised and edu­
cated in Colton and a well known 
community activist in the Inland Em­
pire, passed away on August 7,2CXX).
Vasquez was involved in Colton 
and San Bernardino with other activ­
ists: Frank Gonzales, Pauline Garcia, 
Ray Abril, Jr., Tom Rivera and oth­
ers in changing the system to meet 
the needs of the Hispanic Commu­
nity, including political action, civil 
rights, education, social and economic 
issues since the J960’s and contin­
ued to the present time.
She was also closely associated 
with the Cursillo in Christianity and 
director of C.C.D. at Our Lady of 
Guadalupe Church, San Bernardino 
for 15 years. She was employed by 
the County of San Bernardino County 
Department of Adult and Aging Ser- 
Continue on Page 7
family participation in education and 
forge stronger economic partnerships 
for the benefit of some 17,000 stu­
dents expected at SBCCD’s two col­
leges when the fall semester opens 
Aug. 14.
Stephanie Cereceres, president of 
the seven-member board, was 
pleased with the trustees’ unanimous 
decision to bring Dr. Averill onboard 
at an annual salary of $145,000. She 
said, “Now we’re ready to get go­
ing.”
With 39 years in academia. Dr. 
Averill, is most recently from Blythe, 
where, as superintendent and presi­
dent of little Palo Verde Community 
College District for four years, he 
saw enrollment double among full 
time students.
For Dr. Averill, the move from the 
rural community meant assuming the 
duties of a far-flung SBCCD with its 
annual budget of around $60 million 
as well as these undertakings:
Continue on Page 11
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NEW REPORT PROVIDES CRITICAL INFORMATION 
ABOUT HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE AND ACCESS 
FOR RACIAL AND ETHNIC MINORITY GROUPS
Most Minority Americans are working yet 
lack job-based coverage
A comprehensive new resource 
being released provides new data 
about health insurance coverage and 
access to care for racial and ethnic 
minority populations. The report pro­
vides detailed information about cov­
erage under public and private health 
insurance programs access to care, 
and demographics such as citizenship, 
education levels and work status 
within the Latino, African American, 
Asian American/Pacific Islander and 
Native American/Alaska Native 
populations.
Racial and Ethnic Disparities in 
Access to health Insurance and 
Health Care, is a publication of the 
UCLA Center for Health Policy Re­
search and the Henry J. Kaiser Fam­
ily Foundation. The findings come as 
Congress and the White House con­
sider extending eligibility for Medic­
aid and the State Children’s Health 
Insurance Program and as the Admin­
istration continues to focus federal 
agencies on the elimination of racial 
and ethnic disparities in health.
Racial and ethnic minority groups 
are much more likely than non-Latino 
whites to be uninsured, and are less 
likely to have job-based health insur­
ance coverage. Over one-third of 
Latinos (37%) are uninsured, the high­
est rate among all the groups studied
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and two and a half times the rate for 
whites (14%). Nearly a quarter of 
African Americans and about one- 
fifth of Asian Americans and Pacific 
Islanders have no health coverage. 
Uninsured rates are lower among 
Native Americans (17%), largely due 
to their ability to receive services 
through Indian Health Service. The 
insurance patterns among minority 
children mirror those of nonelderly 
minorities overall, with uninsured rates 
well above the rate for white children.
“The majority of the nation’s 44 
million uninsured are white, but minor­
ity groups are disproportionately af­
fected by the lack of health insurance. 
Elected officials who represent them, 
advocates and minority communities 
themselves need to recognize the tre­
mendous state minority Americans 
have in this problem,” said Drew 
Altman, PhD, President of the Kai­
ser Family Foundation.
Although minority Americans 
made gains of three to four percent­
age points in job-based coverage be­
tween 1994 and 1997 due to strong 
economy, these gains were offset for 
most groups by declines in Medicaid 
coverage resulting in continued growth 
in the number of uninsured. Medicaid 
is an important health insurance 
safety net for many low-income 
people, including many members of 
racial and ethnic minorities. Due to 
their lower incomes, African Ameri­
can , Latinos and Native Americans 
are about three times as likely to par­
ticipate in the Medicaid program as 
whites.
Among adults in fair or poor health, 
many minorities are less likely than 
white adults with equally poor health 
to have seen a physician even once in 
the past year. Children, although gen­
erally healthier, need visits to a regu­
lar provider as well, for prevention 
services and developmental evalua­
tion. However minority children are 
less likely that white children to have 
seen a physician recently.
“For many racial and ethnic minori­
ties, lacking health insurance creates 
a barrier to accessing basic health 
care and exacerbates chronic condi­
tions such as heart disease, diabetes 
and cancer by delaying diagnosis and 
reducing effective management and 
treatment,” said E. Richard Brown, 
PhD, Director of the UCLA Center 
for Health Policy Research and the 
lead author of the study.
Key Findings for Latinos 
• Nearly 4 in 10 Latinos are unin­
sured. The high rate is driven by lack 
of employer-based coverage with
only 43% covered through the work­
place compared to 73% of whites.
• The large majority (87%) of unin­
sured Latinos come from working 
families. Nearly a third of all Latinos 
compared to 13% of whites work for 
an employer who does not offer in­
surance to any workers. Regardless 
of the amount of type of work, or the 
size of the employer. Latinos are less 
likely to have job-based coverage 
compared to whites.
• In recent years welfare reforms 
and changes in Medicaid eligibility for 
legal immigrants have decreased the 
number of Latinos covered by Med­
icaid - a critical source of coverage 
for over 40% of poor Latinos. Be­
tween 1994 and 1997, Medicaid cov­
erage of Latinos overall declined from 
20% to 16%, and was not fully offset 
by increases in job-based coverage.
• The great majority of Latinos are 
legal residents, still large proportions 
of Latinos are uninsured, including
27% of US citizens, 35% of natural­
ized citizens, and 44% of Latino le­
gal immigrants.
• Health coverage varies consider­
ably among Latino subgroups. Mexi- 
can-Americans and Central/South- 
Americans are about twice as likely 
as Cubans or Puerto Ricans to be 
uninsured.
The Kaiser Family Foundation, 
based in Menlo Park, California, is a 
non-profit, independent national 
health care philanthropy and is not 
associated with Kaiser Permanente 
or Kaiser Industries.
The UCLA Center for Health 
Policy Research conducts research 
on important polity-related health is­
sues and provides data and analysis 
as a public service to policy makers 
and community organizations. The 
authors can be reached through the 
Center at (310) 794-0909.
LOS ADULTOS HAGEN
Seis Consejos Para Ayudar A 
Adolescentes
Con Miles de bebes naciendo a 
adolescentes cada ano, es critico que 
los adultos tomen un papel activo 
hablandoles a los adolescentes sobre 
el sexo.
Abordar este tema puede ser mas 
facil de lo que usted piensa. He aquf 
algunas sugerencias sobre como los 
adultos pueden ayudar a prevenir el 
embarazo de adolescentes.
• Ponga un buen ejemplo. Los 
adolescentes son receptivos a los 
mensajes cuando estos vienen de 
adultos que muestran situaciones 
reales de comportamiento responsible. 
Este seguro de comunicar sus valores 
haciendo el papel de un modelo 
positive.
• Tome la iniciativa. Hablar sobre el 
sexo es facil comparado a la ayuda 
de asistir un adolescente a tratar con 
un embarazo. Recuerde cuando usted" 
era un adolescente. Trate a su 
adolescente con respeto y honestidad. 
Escuche atentamente. Informacion 
real sobre el sexo puede encontrarse 
en las escuelas, en ch'nicas de salud o 
librerias.
• Informese sobre lineas de 
conducta que afectan a los 
adolescentes. Tome tiempo para 
seguir los debates publicos. Asegurese 
que los oficiales elegidos sepan que 
su comunidad espera que ellos apoyen 
programas de salud, educacion y 
entrenamiento laboral para los 
adolescentes.
• Envuelvase en la vida del 
adolescente. Si usted no tiene un
LADIFERENCIA
Prevenir El Embarazo De
adolescente en casa, mentores lo­
cales, programas de arte y deportes 
pueden darle la oportunidad de hacer 
una gran diferencia en la vida de un 
adolescente. No requiere demasiado 
tiempo el hacer la diferencia. Solo 
atencion positiva y sincera.
• Tomese el tiempo para hablar con 
un adolescente sobre sus metas para 
el futuro. Si ellos no las tienen, 
ayiideles a desarrollar metas 
alcanzables y deseables. Inspeccione 
regularmente para ver como estan 
Progresando. Es mas probable que 
adolescentes enfocados en opciones 
positivas para el futuro, retrasen la 
actividad sexual y prevengan 
embarazos.
• Apoye organizaciones en su 
comunidad que proveen servicios a 
los adolescentes. Las personas 
jovenes necesitan acceso a fuentes 
buenas de educacion, recreacion, 
entrenamientos profesionales, 
cuidados de salud y programas de 
anticonceptivos.
“Los adultos frecuentemente 
solamente tienen una conversacion 
sobre sexo con sus hijos o dependen 
en una leccion de sexto grado sobre 
la salud reproductiva,” dice el Vocero 
de La Campana Enfrentate, Angel 
Martinez. “Esto no es realista. Los 
Jovenes necesitan informacion 
apropiada para su edad y precisa 
sobre la sexualidad para tomar 
decisiones responsables y saluda- 
bles sobre su comportamiento sexual. 
Envolviendose con los adolescentes, 
los adultos pueden hacer la diferencia 
para prevenir el embarazo de 
adolescentes.”
Para aprender mas sobre maneras 
de prevenir el embarazo de 
adolescentes, visite a Get Real en 
www.letsgetreal.org.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND 
URBAN DEVELOPMENT SELECTS UCR 
FOR BEST PRACTICE AWARD
Pictured in background is Reyna Diaz, UCR student and University Eastside Collaborative- 
AmeriCorps member, one of many students who was involved in a home purchasing program 
in the Coachella Valley and assisted farm workers in the application process to acquire new 
housing after their mobil homes were declared unsafe. HUD recently selected UCR as a
COMMUNITY HEALTH CORPORATION 
AND RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY HEALTH 
FOUNDATION INVEST $5.3 MILLION 
IN THE HEALTH OF RIVERSIDE
recipient for BEST PRACTICES AWARD.
HUD recently recognized the Uni­
versity of California, Riverside pro­
gram that helped farm workers get 
housing loans after their mobile homes 
were declared unsafe by county offi­
cials
.Lucia Ortega, who directed the pro­
gram for UCR, was in Washington 
D.C. in August to receive a Best 
Practices Award for the program. She 
and a group of volunteers met with 
farm workers at assistance centers, 
community halls and churches in the 
Coachella Valley to make sure the 
families got the help they needed. The 
UCR program is one of four in Riv­
erside County and 2,900 in the nation.
Pictured above is Mission Misericordia in 
Oasis, Coachella Valley, one of the many ven­
ues where farm workers met to apply for new 
housing after their mobil homes were de­
clared unsafe. The housing program was 
coordinated by UCR Eastside Collaborative- 
AmeriCorps, recently a recipient of HUD’s 
BEST PRACTICE AVI/ARD.
The Best Practices designation goes 
to well-managed HUD programs that 
make a difference in the lives of the 
people in the communities they serve, 
Coumo said. They serve as models 
of what government programs should 
do, he added.
UCR student groups and other In­
land Empire colleges, who are volun­
teer members of AmeriCorps and 
VISTA, helped 57 farm worker fami­
lies in the application process for new 
housing after county officials declared 
the mobile homes unsafe. A total of 
42 students participated, Ortega said.
“These homes have no air condi­
tioning. Many have bare wires com­
ing out of the walls,” said Ortega, di­
rector of the University Eastside 
Community Collaborative, which or­
ganized the effort. “In one home, they 
had a towel wrapped around the re­
frigerator to keep it from electrocut­
ing the kids, when they touched it.” 
Volunteers went to the fields, to the 
markets, and to the churches to help 
them apply for low-interest or no-in­
terest loans. The volunteers went out 
two Saturdays each month from Janu­
ary to June to Oasis, Mecca, Ther­
mal and Coachella. “We literally 
walked them through the process of 
applying,” Ortega said.
The UCR volunteers’ efforts were 
part of a $21 million federal and 
county push to provide affordable 
housing in Riverside County, said 
Theresa Camiling, acting senior 
builder at HUD’s Santa Ana office, 
which serves Riverside County. 
UCR AmeriCorps VISTA involve­
ment was a non-budget item for 
HUD, Camiling added.
The UCR AmeriCorps Vista 
project worked along with two other 
local programs that won recognition. 
They are;
• A $ 1.5 million effort to build a 330- 
unit mobile home park on the Torrez- 
Martinez Indian Reservation. It, is 
funded by HUD, Riverside County 
and the U.S. Department of Agricul­
ture.
• An effort to build 44 houses in the 
city of Coachella for farm worker 
families. The city committed 
$500,000. The USDA and HUD con­
tributed a total of $ 1.8 million.
In both of the above cases, the 
people being helped were addition­
ally displaced from unsafe mobile 
home parks in the Coachella Valley.
Community Health Corporation 
and Riverside Community Health 
Foundation, two affiliated not-for- 
profit organizations based in Riverside, 
have invested more than $5.3 million 
in the health of Riverside since May, 
1997. These funds have supported a 
variety of programs, including:
• Health In Motion, a free mobile 
health vehicle program co-sponsored 
by Riverside Community Health 
Foundation and Parkview Community 
Hospital Medical Center. In its first 
nine months of operation, this program 
has served more than 5,000 patients, 
59% of them children.
• Eastside Health Center. The Cen­
ter, a joint venture between Commu­
nity Health Corporation and the 
County of Riverside Health Services 
Agency, opened in May, 2000. Lo­
cated at 1970 University Avenue, the 
Center serves patients on a sliding 
scale fee schedule. The Center also 
houses the Eastside Dental Clinic (op­
erated by Community Health Systems, 
Inc.) and a number of outreach ser­
vices.
• Defibrillators for the City of 
Riverside’s fire units. This equipment, 
which is used to “jump start” and 
monitor a heart in the event of a heart 
attack, is now carried on each of the 
City’s fire units, thanks to a grant from 
Riverside Community Health Founda­
tion.
• Health education programs. A 
comprehensive program which pro­
vides seminars, health fairs, and other 
health education activities throughout 
our community.
• Grants to local healthcare organi­
zations which share our mission of 
improving health care in Riverside. 
Organizations receiving grants include 
the County of Riverside Health Ser­
UCR Extension, University of Cali­
fornia, Riverside, has scheduled an 
Open House for those interested in 
finding out about Extension programs 
for Wednesday, September 13, 5:30- 
7:30 p.m. at the Extension Center, 
1200 University Avenue, Riverside. 
Our instructors are proven profession­
als and can give you the information 
and skills you need to start a cateer, 
keep a career advancing or make a 
change. We currently offer certificate 
programs in about 70 professional and 
business management fields, many of 
them in growth areas with high de­
mand for current skills. Most have 
convenient evening/weekend sched­
uling.
vices Agency, Loma Linda University 
Medical Center, Parkview Commu­
nity Hospital Medical Center, and 
Youth Service Agency.
The $5.3 million was made avail­
able through a variety of funding 
sources, including:
• Donations from hundreds of local 
community members and businesses 
who believe in our mission
• Grants from several grant making 
organizations, including Albertson’s 
Alliance Healthcare Foundation, Cali­
fornia Endowment and California 
Wellness foundation
• Income from CHC’s 25% owner­
ship in Riverside Community Hospi­
tal
• Investment income from CHC’s 
health care and RCHF’s endowment 
fund
Community Health Corporation and 
Riverside Community Health Founda­
tion provide health education and ser­
vices to residents of Riverside and its 
surrounding communities. Through 
caring and creative ways, we reach 
out to others, so all residents of our 
community have an opportunity to 
improve their health and quality of life.
The two organizations became part­
ners as a result of the May, 1997 af­
filiation of Riverside Community Hos­
pital with HCA healthcare. The af­
filiation resulted in a $22 million health 
care trust, now managed by CHC, as 
well as CHC’s continued 25% own­
ership in Riverside Community Hos­
pital. In addition, the Foundation, which 
previously supported Riverside Com­
munity Hospital, now supports health 
care projects benefiting the entire com­
munity. For additional information 
about either organization, please call 
(909) 788-3471 or visit our Web site, 
www.rchf.org
Instructors and UCR Extension 
Staff will be on hand to discuss ca­
reer options and educational require­
ments in selected areas and to an­
swer questions about completing 
UCR Extension courses and certifi­
cate programs. These areas include 
law, GIS, information technology, e- 
commerce, teaching credentials, and 
youth programs.
For a free copy of the Fall catalog 
or to request a brochure about a par­
ticular program, call (909) 787-3806. 
For more information about the Open 
House, call (909) 787-4105 or toll- 
free (800) 442-4990.nOK’T FOKOGT TW AhVGKTIKE IK THE 
I8BI.AMI EAU'lltE HISPAKIC KEIVK
UCR E)CTENSION SCHEDULES OPEN HOUSE
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MORE THAN 5.8 MILLION LATINOS 
PLANNING TO VOTE IN PRESIDENTIAL 
ELECTION
This year’s U.S. Presidential can­
didates have been putting more effort 
into reaching the nation’s estimated 
31.3 million Latinos, and a new sur­
vey indicates their attention is well 
warranted. A June-July poll con­
ducted by a group of public broadcast­
ers indicates that U. S. Hispanics be­
lieve strongly that they have a stake 
in this year’s presidential election - 
and that more than 5.8 million Latinos 
are preparing to vote.
The Public Broadcasting Latino 
Poll 2000, a partnership between six 
public television and radio organiza­
tions, polled 1,000 Latinos in the 
heavily Hispanic states of Texas, New 
York, Illinois, California and Florida. 
The results indicated that 49.9 percent 
of Hispanics are registered to vote 
this fall, and another 14.9 percent are 
likely to register. What’s more, of 
those Hispanics a registered or likely 
to register, 59.2 percent said they 
were “very likely” to vote.
“This poll sends a strong message
to candidates, to the political parties 
and to Latino leaders that U.S. His­
panics feel connected to the political 
process,” says Dr. Edward Rincon, 
president of Rincon & Associates, a 
market research firm specializing in 
ethnic consumers, which conducted 
the poll. “It’s clear that these respon­
dents not only believe that their vote 
will matter, but that they they’re ready 
to exercise their right to vote.”
The Public Broadcasting Latino 
Poll 2000 is especially telling in that it 
sought the views of a broad cross sec­
tion of the Latino population. “Most 
of the polls that have been done spe­
cifically exclude Latinos who are not 
registered to vote.” Says Rincon. “We 
understand that the nation’s burgeon­
ing Latino population is due largely to 
immigration, and believe that those im­
migrants may eventually be active in 
the political process.”
Among the poll’s findings: that 
while Latinos’ candidate of choice 
varied from state to state, and Latinos 
polled identified with a broad range
AMERICA’S NATIONAL CULTURE 
ON THE BORDER
By Jacob G. Hornberger
People who rail that America’s 
“national culture” is threatened by im­
migrants never explain which national 
culture they are referring to.
I recently visited my hometown of 
Laredo, Texas, which is located on our 
nation’s Southern border. In grocery 
stores and department stores half the 
signs are in Spanish and store employ­
ees greet people in Spanish. There are 
a few pizza parlors and even a Chi­
nese restaurant, but they can’t com­
pare to the many restaurants selling 
enchiladas, menudo, chalupas, and 
tacos.
Laredo, which today has a popula­
tion of 155,000, was founded in 1755 
by a Spanish officer named Don 
Tomas Sanchez de Barrera y Gallardo, 
who named the town Villa de San 
Augustin de Laredo, after a town in 
Spain. Today, San Agustin Plaza is 
located a short distance Ifom Laredo’s 
two downtown international bridges, 
which connect the city to Nuevo 
Laredo, Mexico (population 300,000).
One of the Major downtown 
streets in Laredo is named Hidalgo 
Street, after Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, 
the father of Mexican independence. 
Another is Iturbide Street, named af­
ter Emperor Agustin Iturbide, the first 
ruler of independent Mexico. During 
my recent visit to Laredo, I noticed 
that the streets in a brand new resi­
dential subdivision had been named 
after coastal cities in Mexico, such as 
Puerto Vallarta.
After Texas won its independence 
from Mexico in 1836, Laredo refused 
to recognize Texas rule and for a time 
served as capital of the Republic of 
the Rio Grande, which consisted of a 
coalition of three northern Mexican 
states and southwest Texas, which 
were themselves revolting against 
Mexican rule, unsuccessfully. As part 
of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 
at the end of the Mexican War in 
1848, the war by which the United 
States acquired the northern half of 
Mexico. Laredo officially became 
part of the United States. (At the same 
time Nuevo Laredo, on the other side 
of the Rio Grande, was founded by 
Mexican Citizens who want to remain 
in Mexico rather than live in the United 
States.)
The long-established culture in 
Laredo has been one in which people 
informally converse with each other 
in either English or Spanish (or Tex- 
Mex, a peculiar blend of languages in 
which the conversants slip back and 
forth between English and Spanish, 
sometimes even within the same sen­
tence). The local Spanish television 
channel and the Tejano (mixture of 
English and Spanish) radio stations 
seem to be at least as popular as the 
English-language ones. Generally 
people are indifferent to the particu­
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of political affiliations, there was a 
striking congruency on selected is­
sues. For example, 87.4 percent fa­
vored stronger gun control laws; 94.3 
percent favored health insurance for 
those who cannot afford it; 90.7 per­
cent favored bilingual education; and 
92 percent favored stronger penalties 
for companies polluting the environ­
ment.
Other findings:
• Respondents identified the top five 
problems facing Latinos as racism and 
discrimination; education; jobs and 
employment; immigration; and En­
glish-language barriers.
• Those polled were positive about 
the direction of the U.S. economy and 
believed their own financial conditions 
had improved over the past four years.
• Latinos are sensitive to the strate­
gies used by candidates to court His­
panics. They believe the most effec­
tive strategies include those focusing 
on legislation that would help Hispan­
ics, and helping serve family values.
• Among the candidates. Vice Presi­
dent A1 Gore enjoyed a strong margin 
of support from Latinos polled. When 
asked their candidate choice if the
presidential election were held today, 
53.8 percent of registered voters fa­
vored Gore and 33.3 percent favored 
Texas Gov. George Bush, with .8 per­
cent favoring candidate Pat Buchanan 
and .5 percent favoring Ralph Nader.
“This poll provides the news me­
dia with a snapshot of Latino opinion, 
backed up by hard facts, to provide 
context to the election season dia­
logue,” says Yolette Garcia, news di­
rector at KERA 90.1-Dallas/Fort 
Worth. “The poll will also offer His­
panic voters a solid basis for compar­
ing their views with those of other 
Latinos.”
The Public Broadcasting Latino 
Poll 2000 was based on 1,000 com­
pleted interviews with a margin of 
error of plus-or minus-3 percent at a 
95 percent confidence interval.
The Public Broadcasting Latino 
Poll 2000 is a partnership between 
KERA-Dallas Fort Worth: the Na­
tional Public Radio program Latino 
USA, which is produced at KUT-Aus- 
tin; La Plaza, a television production 
of WGBH-Boston; KUHT-Houston 
Public Television; and KUHF-Hous- 
ton Public Radio.
lar language being spoken, and every­
one is accepting of those who speak 
only English, sometimes even marry­
ing them (as my mother did).
But even the English-only crowd 
speaks a little Spanish when they visit 
what was once Mexico. After all, 
when was the last time you heard 
anyone say that he personally saw St. 
Anthony and after traveling through 
the Pass, visited St. Francis and ended 
up visiting in the Angels (San Anto­
nio, El Paso, San Francisco, and Los 
Angeles)?
Oh, did I mention that for more 
than 100 years, Laredo has had the 
largest bash in the country celebrat­
ing George Washington’s birthday? 
Sixteen fun-filled days every Febru­
ary, including a grand parade with 
George and Martha Washington and 
their court in colonial garb on floats, 
the Society of Martha Washington
Pageant and Ball, the Princess 
Pocahontas Pageant and Ball, Noche 
Mexicana, Caballeros Cocktail Party, 
Streets of Laredo Jamboozee (in­
cluding such musical groups as 
“Tommy and the Tomcats” and 
“Javier Molina & El Dorado”), fire­
works, street parties, and a fantastic 
Jalapeno Festival (including, of 
course, a jalapeno spitting contest).
If those who are dedicated to pre­
serving America’s “national culture” 
are referring to the culture in Laredo 
(which really is located inside the 
United States), they’ll find plenty of 
support among the citizenry of this 
great Amrican city located on the 
banks of the Rio Grande.
Mr. Hornberger is founder and 
president of The Future of Free­
dom Foundation (www.ff.org) in 
Fairfax. Va.
IMMIGRATION - CITIZENSHIP 
CITIZENSHIP? FAMILY REUNIFICATION? 
WORK PERMIT? PERMANENT RESIDENCY
Your questions about Immigration and Citizenship 
can be resolved by truly honest professionals.
CATHOUC CHARITIES OF SAN BERNARDINO 
OFFERS THESE SERVICES
Call for an appointment: (909) 388-1243 
Monday - Friday 8:30 -11:30 & 1:00 - 4:00 (San Bernardino) 
Wednesday 9:00-ll:30&l:00-4:00( Moreno Valley)
Ask for My-Hanh or Elsa
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ARROWHEAD CREDIT UNION UNVEILS 
PLANS FOR NEW INTERNATIONAL WIRE 
SERVICE PROGRAM
Lower Prices to wire Funds internationaiiy avaiiable to 
iniand Empire Residents this faii
Pictured above (I to r) sit: Mr. Chris Weals - ACU, San Bernardino Mayor Judith 
Valles; Stand: Larry R. Sharp - ACU President/CEO, Charlie Gabriel - ACU Mt. Vernon 
Br. Manager, Juan Jose Salgado - Mexican Consul and Gloria Vaiencia, VP-Vigo
Arrowhead Credit Union (ACU) 
unveiled plans for an innovative inter­
national wire service program. Under 
the new program, Inland Empire resi­
dents with family members in Mexico 
and other countries could save hun­
dreds of dollars a year in international 
wire transfer fees.
“Our fee for performing wire trans­
fers to Mexico will be $8 per $1,000 
in U. S. currency,” said Maurice 
Calderon, ACU Senior Vice-President 
of Community Development. “That’s 
a pretty good deal considering pur pri­
vate competitors typically charge any­
where from $30 to $50 to perform the 
same transaction. And we’ll even in­
vite our customers to make a three- 
minute, long-distance phone call at no 
extra charge so they can let their fam­
ily members know the money is on its 
way. This heightens the security of the 
transaction.”
ACU plans to complete the final 
stages of tests on the program soon 
and estimates the service to be avail­
able in October.
Calderon said Arrowhead Credit 
Union is providing the new wire trans­
fer service at the new 5* and Mt. 
Vernon branch opening in October and 
at other branches at the end of the 
year. The service will be available to 
credit union members and non-mem­
bers alike.
“I think this is a tremendous ser­
vice, particularly for the thousands of 
Inland Empire residents who have 
family members in Mexico and other 
Latin American countries,” said San 
Bernardino Mayor Judith Valles.
Calderon said Arrowhead Credit 
Union was able to offer the program 
through an arrangement with the 
Madison, Wis.-based World Council 
of Credit Unions, Inc. The council 
recently finalized a partnership agree­
ment with Vigo Remittance Corpora­
tion, which allows credit union mem­
bers in 41 countries to send money to 
family members and save on fees and 
exchange rates with the expansion of 
its International Remittance Network 
(Imet).
Vigo’s exchange rate is usually 
3.5% off the interbank rate in com­
parison to those of well known wire 
transfer companies, whose exchange 
rates can be as high as 20% off the 
interbank rate. Additionally, other 
transfer systems charge commission 
fees ranging from 5% to 29% of the 
transfer, which dramatically decreases 
the amount to the recipient. Vigo has 
negotiated low-cost fee structures 
from each country. As an example, 
Vigo's fee is $8 for the first $1,000 
transferred to Mexico.
Imet transactions through Vigo also 
provide services other competitors are 
not currently offering. A sender’s re­
ceipt specifies the exact amount of 
money the recipient wilt receive ver­
sus an approximate amount. In addi­
tion, the sender receives a free three- 
minute phone call to notify the recipi­
ent of the transfer, providing additional 
security for the transaction.
The world council of Credit 
Unions, Inc. is the apex trade as­
sociation and development organi­
zation of the international credit 
union system. As instruments of eco­
nomic and social development, 
World Council, its regional confed­
erations, and national member or­
ganizations in more than 85 coun­
tries with nearly 40,000 member 
credit unions serve an estimated 
100 million people worldwide. Visit 
them on-line at www.woccu.org.
Arrowhead Credit Union is a fi­
nancial cooperative serving more 
than 95,000 members with over 
$450 million in assets. Visit us on­
line at www.arrowheadcu.org.
GOVERNOR DAVIS APPLAUDS SAT 9 GAINS 
BY ENGLISH LEARNERS AND ECONOMI­
CALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS
Reinforces Commitment to Leave No Chiid Behind
Governor Gray Davis today ex­
pressed optimism about newly re­
leased SAT 9 scores that show 
achievement gains by English learn­
ers and economically disadvantaged 
students
“These scores indicate that our fo­
cus on improved academic achieve­
ment is taking hold for all groups of 
students,” Governor Davis said. 
“While we still have a long way to go, 
I am pleased that as we raise expec­
tations in California schools, all stu­
dents are benefiting from our efforts.”
English learner test scores are up 
in nearly every subject and every 
grade, with the most significant gains 
shown in grades two through five. En­
glish learner reading scores for 2"‘‘ 
graders are up six points, or 31 per­
cent. In math, scores for English learn­
ers in grades two through five are up 
an average of seven points, or 25 per­
cent. Similar gains were also achieved 
by economically disadvantaged stu­
dents. Significantly, parallel gains were 
reported for students in alt subgroups 
on the California Standards-based 
tests in English language arts and el­
ementary math. * s ^ 4
“Despite these important gains, we
must remain committed to narrowing 
the gaps between English learners and 
students fluent in English, and between 
economically disadvantaged students 
and those who are not.” Governor 
Davis said.
Governor Davis proposed, and the 
Legislature approved unprecedented 
funding this year for intensive English 
language instruction, teacher training 
and placement of more qualified 
teachers into low-performing schools.
In his FY 2000-01 budget, the gov­
ernor included funding for university- 
based training for 70,000 teachers, 
with an emphasis on math, reading, 
instruction of English language learn­
ers and teaching to higher standards 
across the curriculum. A $260 million 
program will provide 120 hours of in­
tensive English language instruction 
this school year to 625,000 students, 
as well as English instruction to stu­
dents with their parents at local librar­
ies. Additionally, more $120 million is 
focused on the need for more quali­
fied teachers in low-performing 
schools.
Please visit http://star.cde.ca.sov/ 
- for a complete listing of SAT 9 results.
Martin Valdez, newly elected 
president of the Inland Empire 
Hispanic Chamber of Com­
merce addresses the audi­
ence at the 44’^ Annual Instal­
lation and Awards Ceremo­
nies at the San Bernardino 
Hilton. Valdez outlined the 
goals and objectives of the 
chamber for the forthcoming 
two-year term of office. Photo 
bylEHN
Want to earn a high school diploma or GED? 
Want to be paid to learn construction? 
We can help you if you are:
• Between 17 and 23-years-old
• Not currently enrolled in a formal educational prc^ram
• Your household income is 50% or below median income
• Willing to learn the construction trade and further education 
• Substance free, or the ability to become 
• Interested in leadership development
Attend an information meeting to learn more about 
NHSIE YOUTHBUILD 
Wednesday, August 16, 2000 
Either 3:00 p.m. or 7:00 p.m.
Jack Hill NHSIE Youthbuild Building 
1139 north E Street, San Bernardino 
(909) 383-1657 — Diane Jaquith
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CAMPAIGN URGES FAMILIES TO SEEK 
SUPPORT FOR ALZHEIMER’S
Princess Yasmin Aga Khan, 
daughter of the late 1940s movie star 
Rita Hayworth, is talking openly 
about a side of her mother’s life that 
was anything but glamorous: her 
battle with Alzheimer’s disease.
“When my mother was diagnosed 
with Alzheimer’s, few people recog­
nized the disease, and little could be 
done for my mom or our family,” said 
Princes Yasmin, honorary vice chair 
of the Alzheimer’s Association. “But 
things are different now. Today 
there’s no reason for anyone to suf­
fer in silence, as my mother did. Pre­
scription medications to manage 
symptoms and support programs to 
improve quality of life are available 
for both the person with Alzheimer’s 
and caregiver.”
As a result of her mother’s expe­
rience, Princess Yasmin has been de­
voted to increasing recognition of 
Alzheimer’s disease including volun­
teering for the Alzheimer’s Associa­
tion and founding the Association’s 
Rita Hayworth Galas in New York 
and Chicago. Since 1984, the Galas 
have raised more than $28 million for 
research.
Currently, she is appearing in a 
new public service announcement 
(PSA), in connection with the 
Alzheimer’s Association, urging 
people to recognize the symptoms of 
Alzheimer’s disease and see a doc­
tor if they are concerned about a fam­
ily member.
“Unlike in Rita Hayworth’s time, 
treatment is now available for 
Alzheimer’s disease,” said Jeffrey 
Cummings, MD, director, 
Alzheimer’s Disease Center, UCLA 
School of Medicine. “Early diagno-, 
sis is extremely important because it 
offers people with Alzheimer’s a 
greater chance of benefiting from 
greater chance of benefiting from 
early medical intervention and gives 
them more time to plan for the fu­
ture. The earlier treatment begins, 
the greater the impact of therapy may 
be in maintaining patients at a higher 
level of functioning. Although there 
is no cure for Alzheimer’s disease, 
treatments for the symptoms of mild 
to moderate Alzheimer’s disease are 
available, so early detection and im­
mediate treatment are crucial.”
Medical treatments have been 
shown to improve cognitive function 
(such as thinking, reasoning and 
memory) and to manage symptoms 
associated with Alzheimer’s disease. 
Currently, there are three prescrip­
tion drugs available to treat the symp- 
toms of mild to moderate 
Alzheimer’s. Although there have 
been recent breakthroughs in 
Alzheimer’s research, a cure or pre­
vention may be years away. New
medications are under development, 
and several clinical trials are under 
way to study whether estrogen, 
nonsteriodal anti-inflammatories and 
Vitamin E help prevent the disease.
Unfortunately, long delays - up to 
three years - are common between 
the onset of symptoms the time a per­
son seeks a diagnosis, because people 
often confuse the warning signs of 
Alzheimer’s disease with memory 
problems associated with normal ag­
ing. But despite the absence of a single 
diagnostic test, physicians can diag­
nose Alzheimer’s disease with 90 per­
cent accuracy through tests that can
be administered and interpreted in the 
office.
The Alzheimer’s Association de­
veloped a brochure. Understanding 
Memory Loss, Aging and 
Alzheimer’s Disease, to help fami­
lies better recognize the symptoms 
of Alzheimer’s disease and know 
where to turn for help and support.
In general, the following are signs 
and symptoms of Alzheimer’s dis­
ease when they increasingly affect 
everyday life:
• Recent memory loss that affects 
job skills
• Difficulty performing familiar 
tasks
• Problems with finding the right 
words
• Disorientation
• Poor or decreased judgment
• Problems with abstract thinking
• Misplacing things
• Changes in mood or behavior
• Changes in personality
• Loss of initiative
To leam more or to get a copy of 
the brochure Understanding 
Memory Loss, Aging and 
Alzheimer’s Disease, call the As­
sociation at (8(M)) 272-3900, visit 
www.alz.org or contact your local 
Alzheimer’s Association chapter.
The PSA and the Alzheimer’s 
disease educational campaign are 
provided with support from Eisai Inc. 
and Pfizer Inc. are committed to a 
collaboration dedicated to advances 
in Alzheimer’s therapy.
“Thank you, I love my trees ”
“This is an excellent program to offer customers. My new trees will 
be big, shady, beautiful trees that will keep my house much cooler. ”
Lauta Merrill
City of Riverside resident
Made for shade. That’s the purpose of 
Riverside Public Utilities’ Tree Power 
program. Local resident Laura Merrill 
was very happy to find out she 
qualified to take advantage of the 
utilities’ new tree program. She was 
also surprised to learn that planting 
trees during the fall and winter 
seasons can help tree roots develop 
quicker and stronger.
The Tree Power program offers 
eligible Riverside residents a rebate on 
the purchase of up to three trees, from 
a specified list, that will assist them in 
cooling the home and saving energy. 
Program guidelines and certain 
restrictions apply. If you are 
interested in the Tree Power program, 
call Programs and Services at (909) 
826-5485.
RIVERSIDE
PUBUC UTILITIES
wwMr.ci.rivetsidc.ca.us/udlides
Real people. Real needs. Real benefits.
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LORENZA VASQUEZ, COMMUNITY 
ACTIVIST DIES
Continued from Page 1
Vices.
Vasquez is survived by four daugh­
ters, Monica, Diana, Coralis and Anna, 
and a son, Luis.
Requiem Mass was conducted at 
Our Lady of Guadalupe Church, San 
Bernardino with Father Ray Rosales, 
a close friend, officiating.
Avelina Villa a lifelong friend, pre­
sented the eulogy at the Mass. The 
Inland Empire Hispanic News is pub­
lishing the full text of the eulogy.
and grows tall. Many tough fibers 
grow into the pulp. The mango has a 
delicious spicy flavor. Figuratively 
speaking, I think this exemplifies 
Lorenza.
Lorenza’s spirit, determination and 
legacy lives on in her son and daugh­
ters, who came to respect and admire 
the woman they called Mother. Also, 
in all of us who will continue to work 
hard to elevate the status of women 
and Hispanics! So Lorenza, “hasta 
luego”! Until we meet again!
was a close friend of mine for over 
20 years and will be missed.
Mel Alviso
LORENZA
One of Lorenza’s favorite books, 
now popular in Chicano Literature, 
was The House on Mango Street by 
Sandra Cisneros. It is about a young 
Hispanic girl who quickly and sadly 
learns what it means to be Hispanic, 
female and poor. Appropriately 
enough, Cisneros calls her heroine 
“Esperanza” which in Spanish means 
hope. The setting for this story is an 
Hispanic barrio during the early 50’s. 
Cisneros focus is on the plight of His­
panic women who are victims of cul­
tural, social, and political oppressive 
systems. Systems that devalue women 
either as sexual objects or subservi­
ent slaves to their husbands and fami­
lies. It is these negative experiences 
that catapult Esperanza to say in the 
last chapter of the book, “They will 
know I have gone away to come back 
for the ones who cannot get out.”
The parallels between this book and 
Lorenza’s life are strikingly similar. For 
many of us Lorenza becomes our 
Esperanza who at first succumbs to 
the stereotypical Hispanic woman, but 
embedded in her is the quest to cor­
rect the injustices that had become so 
coimnon place for many of us here, 
who grew up with her in that small 
barrio in south Colton known as “Las 
Palomas.” She becomes our Cesar 
Chavez, Martin Luther King and 
Mother Teresa all wrapped up in one. 
She becomes the symbol of the new 
Chicana, who is confident, strong and 
not afraid to challenge the status quo.
Lorenza embraced the positive as­
pects of her womanhood and culture. 
She becomes a social and political ac­
tivist in her barrio, community and 
church. Her triumphs in the political, 
social education and religious arenas 
are well documented. She definitely 
marched to her own drummer, but yet 
never sought any praise for herself 
She diligently worked behind the 
scenes and many of us who had the 
privilege and honor to work with her 
knew she was the driving force or 
the nucleus to bring about the changes 
we take for granted today.
Again, in reference to The House 
on Mango Street, the symbolism of the 
mango is that it is a very hardy fruit 
from an evergreen tree. The mango 
is an attractive fruit. It is thick and dark
Lorenza’s death is a great loss to 
the community of Colton. She not only 
was a great person, but a very com­
mitted leader in the community. As 
councilwoman for South Colton, it had 
been my privilege and honor to work 
with her on various projects. Lorenza, 
like many others in Colton chose to 
stay and live here she was bom, and 
to make a difference. She will be 
sorely missed. Our deepest sympathy 
to her family.
Lorenza’s untimely death is not 
only tragic for her family, friends, and 
the community, but a great loss for the 
students at Colton High School. As a 
MEChA club booster parent since 
1992, Lorenza has helped raise thou­
sands of dollars for scholarships. 
Through her commitment and dedica­
tion to the club, she worked diligently 
to convey to our students the impor­
tance of higher education, cultural 
awareness, and commitment to the 
community. I am happy to say that she 
lived to see many of our students at­
tain these goals and become active 
leaders in education and the commu­
nity. She was a familiar face on our 
campus and will be greatly missed, but 
her spirit will live on with those she 
inspired, like mvself and the many stu- 
dents who did and will continue to 
pursue her vision.
Avelina Villa
FREE INTERNET 
NOW AVAILABLE 
ATINGHRAM AND 
VILLASENOR 
BRANCH LIBRARIES
Betty Cook, Colton Councilwoman 
Lorenza was instrumental in organiz­
ing the Chicano Movement in 1960’s 
with other activists in Colton and the 
Inland Empire. She was also very 
active with MEChA students at 
Colton High School in raising funds, 
planning cultural events and as an 
advisor. Our Community will miss her 
very much.
Ray Abril, Jr., Colton School District 
Trustee
Lorenza was an outstanding advo­
cate for the minority community and 
truly committed to the improvement 
of the educational and working con­
dition of the Hispanic community. She
Lorenza was a caring and loving 
cousin to me all her life. She deeply 
cared about her involvement in the 
community, her work, the schools, her 
church, but most of all her family and 
friends. Lorenza’s legacy to all who 
knew her was education, involvement, 
and God.
Her friendly smile and her concern will 
be greatly missed by all who knew her. 
Her concern for my health and well­
being will be greatly missed. Her 
weekly visits, her calls to me just to 
find out how I was will be missed very 
much.
For those who did not know her you 
missed out on knowing one of the fin­
est ladies I have ever known, second 
only to my mother Catherine, who 
loved her like a daughter. Until we 
meet again. Rest in Peace Lorenza. 
Rosemary Colunga
Free Internet access is now avail­
able at the Dorothy Inghram Branch 
Library, 1505 W. Highland Avenue, 
and the Paul Villasenor Branch Li­
brary, 525 N. Mt. Vernon Avenue. 
The San Bernardino Public Library is 
participating in the InFoPeople Project 
('http://www.infopeople.Org/l. which is 
supported by the U.S. Institute of Mu­
seum and Library Services under the 
provisions of the Library Services and 
Technology Act, administered in Cali­
fornia by the State Librarian. Through 
the InFoPeople Project each of these 
branches received two computers 
with Internet access, on6 for staff and 
the other for the public. Training will 
be provided to the staff and classes 
for the public will soon be available. 
All Internet users will be asked to sign 
an Internet Public Access Policy 
form. A parent or guardian will be 
asked to sign for minors under eigh­
teen years of age.
To schedule an appointment for the 
Internet station, please call the 
Inghram Branch Library at 909/887- 
4494 or the Villasenor Branch at 909/ 
383-5156
Cocktail & Food 
Waitresses Needed
Ruben's Villa Restaurant 
& Cocktail Lounge
Apply between: 11:00 am to 1:00 pm 
OR 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Closed Wednesdays
1293 W. 5th Street 
San Bernardino, CA (909) 888-7921
lie Insurance Companv
M iin pasadocsmOn.
jiliWhlEihtil i fcneniut prfsunWft NEWVOMLK
DCnr IM mmAg ttmrUS'.
rnmi Yti pw qw* yf whwnwy hntihKwi lyelwen
. Ortedto.lwiigwitanfc'NrvMnfchfrm’/"S7
■ f I
mfnrtmirm ,
Inland Empire 
New York Life
560 Hospitality Lane, Ste 300 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
T^l: (909) 888-1315 
Fax: (909) 884-0566
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TEEN SUICIDE:
KNOW THE WARNING SIGNS
An estimated 7,000 American 
teens take their own lives each year. 
That amounts to a parent (or parents) 
losing a son or daughter to suicide ev­
ery hour and 45 minutes. U.S. Sur-' 
geon General, Dr. David Satcher has 
deemed teen suicide a national health 
emergency and has issued a call to 
action to combat this teen epidemic.
The Jason Foundation Inc. is an or­
ganization dedicated to teen suicide 
awareness, education and prevention. 
It was formed in 1997 after the tragic 
suicide of the founder’s son Jason 
Flatt. Alarmed to discover that suicide 
is the second leading cause of death 
for teens ages 15 to 19 and that few 
programs are available addressing 
prevention strategies Clark Flatt cre­
ated the Jason Foundation. The orga­
nization presents seminars for adults 
and teens to help reduce the incidence 
of this tragedy and understand it when 
it occurs.
Since 1970, the youth suicide rate 
has tripled. In fact, according to a 1992 
study, more teenagers and young 
adults die each year from suicide than 
from cancer, heart disease, AIDS, 
birth defects, stroke, pneumonia and 
chronic lung disease combined.
The Jason Foundation offers These 
warning signs for parents, teens and 
friends:
• Suicide Threats - Saying things 
like “I would be better off dead” or 
“Nobody would miss me if I were 
dead.”
• Previous suicide Attempts - Four 
out of five successful suicides are not 
from a first attempt, so don’t discount
such an event as something a teen will 
“get over,” or something done for at­
tention.
• Sudden Changes in Behavior - 
When a teen’s personality seems to 
“flip” (quiet to loud, gentle to aggres­
sive, outgoing to withdrawn), or school 
behavior (attendance, grades) 
changes suddenly, take it seriously.
• Depression - Extended periods of 
“the blues” and feelings of being alone 
with no one caring are not normal, 
even for teenagers. Sleep disorders 
and eating disorders can also be symp­
tomatic of self-loathing impulses.
• Final Arrangements - When teens 
give away prized possessions (favor­
ite jacket, a treasured collection), or 
ask friends to “take care of’ certain 
obligations when they’re not around.
In addition to seminars, the orga­
nization helps form clubs in middle and 
high schools to provide a positive peer 
support group for teens.
A national partner of the founda­
tion is HomePoint, a leading provider 
of e-business solutions to the home 
furnishings industry. Through the part­
nership, HomePoint sponsors local, 
regional and national initiatives to help 
battle the problem of suicide. 
HomePoint has also used its Internet 
expertise to help relaunch the Jason 
Foundation website to make it a more 
interactive and informative site for a“ 
broad range of users.
To learn more about this lifesaving 
organization, call the Jason Founda­
tion at 888-881-2323 or visit the 
website at www.jasonfoundation.com.
ANTONIO GONZALEZ, PRESIDENT OF 
SVREP, TO ADDRESS DEMOCRAT 
CONVENTION FLOOR ON THURSDAY 
AFTERNOON BEFORE GORE 
ACCEPTANCE SPEECH
Antonio Gonzalez, President of 
S’VREP, was tabbed by the Demo­
cratic National Committee as one of 
the featured speakers assigned to ad­
dress the delegates on the convention 
floor on Thursday afternoon prior to 
Vice President A1 Gore’s acceptance 
speech. His address was at 3:30P.M., 
PST.
Antonio Gonzalez is the leading ex­
pert on the Latino electorate and their 
voting trends. “Latinos, for the first 
time, will make the difference not just 
in the presidential race, but also other 
key national, statewide and local elec­
tions,” states Antonio Gonzalez, 
SVREP president.
Southwest Voter Registration Edu­
cation Project is in the midst of the 
“Latino Vote 2000” Campaign. The
goal of the campaign is to mobilize one 
million new voters for the November 
elections. Currently, there are 7.2 mil­
lion registered Latinos. These num­
bers indicate that Latinos will have a 
significant impact on the November 
elections. SVREP is a non-profit, non­
partisan civil rights organization cre­
ated to empower Latinos and other 
underrepresented communities 
through civic participation. Latino Vote 
2000 is comprised of SVREP, the 
Chicago based US Hispanic Leader­
ship Institute and the New York based 
Northeast Voter Education Project.
For more information please con­
tact Angela Acosta at (323) 343-9299 
or Mike Flores, Verches Flores, at 
(626)396-1166
OVARIAN CANCER: THE SILENT KILLER
Ovarian cancer is the deadliest of 
gynecological cancers and the fifth­
leading cause of cancer death among 
American women. Each year alone, 
more than 25,000 women will be di­
agnosed with the disease and more 
than 14,500 will lose their lives to it. 
Although ovarian cancer is most com­
mon in women over the age of 50, it 
can affect women of any age.
With no effective, easy-to-use 
means of early detection currently 
available for ovarian cancer (equiva­
lent to a PAP test for cervical cancer 
or mammogram for breast cancer), 
many women may miss the disease’s 
often subtle and vague symptoms. 
Symptoms may include: pelvic and/or 
abdominal discomfort or pain; vague 
but persistent gastrointestinal com­
plaints such as gas, nausea, and indi­
gestion; unexplained changes in bowel 
habits; frequency and/or urgency of 
urination; weight loss and ongoing fa­
tigue.
Because of this, 75 percent of 
cases are detected at a late stage and 
as a result, less than 46% of all ova­
rian cancer patients are alive and dis­
ease-free five years after diagnosis. 
However, if detected and treated 
early, the five-year survival rate is 95 
percent.
Fortunately, clinically important ad­
vances in diagnosis and treatment are 
being made every day. The Ovarian 
Cancer Research Fund (OCRF) is 
making a tremendous impact on the 
world of ovarian cancer research, 
having funded numerous cutting-edge 
research projects across the country.
Now, 1-800-FLOWERS.COM 
has partnered with OCRF’s quest to 
raise awareness and funding for re­
search. 1-800-FLOWERS.COM will 
donate 10 percent of net proceeds 
from the sale of each product in its 
Power of Pink0153™ collection of gift 
ideas, or call OCRF’s toll free hotline 
at 1-800-873-9569.
Pictured above are the award recipients at the 44'^ Inland Empire Hispanic 
Chamber of Commerce, held at the San Bernardino Hilton. Lto r, Bruce Satzger, 
President, Community Hospital, Sr. Blandini, representing St. Bernardine’s 
Hospital , both for Distinguished Service Award, Ralph Hernandez, Special 
Leadership Award, Dr. Art Delgado, Education Service Award, Frank Reyes, 
Latino of the Year Award, Jess Valenzuela, Individual Distinguished Service 
Award, Congressman Jerry Lewis, Government Service Award, Jaime Alvarez, 
Business Service Award, at rear. Father Patricio Guillen representing Rosa 
Marta Zarate-Macias, Latina of the Year. Two persons at right not identified. 
Photo by lEHN
The Inland Empire Hispanic Chamber of Commerce held its 44'*' Installation of 
Officers and Awards Dinner at the San Bernardino Hilton. Pictured above, I to 
r, is the new board of directors: Lilia Calvillo, Charlie Gabriel, Lou Warren and 
Gabriel Ramirez, Manuel Acosta, Jr., Treasurer, Graciano Gomez, vice-presi­
dent, Martin Valdez, president, William Aguilar, Director and Raul Medrano 
president, California Hispanic Chamber of Commerce. Center is Juan Jose 
Salgado, Consul de Mexico. Medrano and Salgado were installing officers. 
Photo by lEHN
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RALPH AND FRANCES GARCIA RENEW 
WEDDING VOWS ON 70™ A^' IVERSARY!
Continued from Page 1
Ralph and Frances Garcia posed with their children at St. Bernardine’s Church after 
a special Mass celebrating 70 years of married life. Background (I to r) Ralph, Tillie, 
Jess, Toni, Rose and Trini. Photo by lEHN
After the celebration of the Mass, 
sons and daughters planned a recep­
tion and breakfast at a local restau­
rant.
The Garcia family history is a pat­
tern that has been repeated thousands 
of times within the last century and 
before. The struggles to immigrate to 
a new land, Seeking employment 
when confronted with language bar­
riers, keeping families together and 
cohesively supporting each other and, 
most importantly, keeping their Catho­
lic faith and family traditions and cul­
ture in an unknown land is a symbol 
of endurance.
Ralph Garcia was bom in Abasolo, 
Guanajuato, Mexico in 1909 and at age 
four, was brought by his parents to 
San Bernardino. (Abasolo was the 
town where the majority of Mexican 
families came from to settle in San 
Bernardino and work at the Santa Fe 
Railroad at the turn of the century.)
Frances Arriola was bom in Gallup, 
New Mexico in 1910 and as a small 
child, the family moved to San Ber­
nardino.
The two families became very 
close and traveled together as migrant 
workers to pick grapes, onions, cut 
apricots in Hemet and other crops at 
Cucamonga (as it was called) and 
other regions in Central California.
Ralph attended Berkeley Elemen­
tary School in the Meadowbrook area, 
adjacent to the “barrio de los chinos”, 
and as was the custom with Mexican 
families, terminated his education at 
the fourth grade to work in the fields 
and help support the family.
Frances attended Ramona El­
ementary School, which at that time 
was situated at 5''’ and Pico, next to 
Guadelupe Church. She later attended 
Ramona School when it was situated 
at La Placita Park on 7"' and Mt. 
Vernon. Frances also quit school at 
an early age.
The two close families continued 
to migrate to the harvests and return 
home at the end of the seasons for
many years.
Social life was limited except for 
cultural and religious functions. How­
ever, Frances remembers attending 
dances at the Urbita Ballroom and 
local dances with her sisters and al­
ways chaperoned by her aunt.
The closeness off the two families 
throughout the years, living in San 
Bernardino and when traveling dur­
ing the harvest season also became 
the magnetic force in which Ralph and 
Frances became more attached to 
each other, first as friends and later 
becoming closer as they grew older.
In August, 1930, while harvesting 
the crops in Fresno, the couple eloped 
and were married.
That action, getting married in a 
civil ceremony, didn’t set well with the 
families and when the couple returned 
to San Bernardino on the following 
month, a formal Catholic ceremony 
was performed at St. Bemardine’s 
Church.
Ralph continued picking oranges 
and harvesting grapes. He remembers 
when thousands of people from Okla­
homa migrated to California in the 
middle of the depression and also 
picked oranges. “Picking oranges with 
these fellows forced me to learn En­
glish,” he said.
Ralph and Frances Garcia walking down 
the aisle at San Bernardine’s Church 
with Father Mulumby after Mass celebrat­
ing their 70'" wedding anniversary. 
Photo by lEHN
Frances also continued harvest­
ing grapes. However, she began to 
do house work and finally decided to 
become a housewife after getting 
hurt in one of the jobs.
In 1941, Ralph was employed by 
Kaiser at Fontana and retired in 1975, 
after working for 34 years. Even 
when working at Kaiser, he and 
Frances would work the grape har­
vest at Cucamonga and other re­
gions.
In an interview at Garcia’a attrac­
tive home on Grant Street, Ralph was 
asked the question as to what was 
the success to their marriage. He 
stated very forcefully that Frances 
was the important person that kept 
him on the straight path, guiding him 
and raising the children. 
Interviewing Frances separately, she 
related about the struggles to keep 
the family intact throughout the many 
years. She stressed the constant need 
to work alongside her husband to 
keep the family financially secure.
“We struggled together for many 
years for our children who were very 
important to us and for ourselves. 
Having the family together was the 
important thing in our lives. I think 
that, maybe, we have been success­
ful,” she said.
Nowadays Ralph is a strong 
Dodger fan, reads, watches TV and 
works on his garden on a daily basis. 
“He is proud of his garden and keeps 
every bush trimmed,” said his daugh­
ter, Rose.
The family is very close-knit and 
get together on many occasions 
throughout the year. Rose stated that 
her brothers and sisters call daily to 
the house and converse with Ralph 
and Frances, relating what has oc­
curred in their respective families, (he 
is now beginning to have hearing 
problems).
‘The most important time of the 
year is at Christmas time, when all 
our families get together at our par­
ents’ home and celebrate,” Rose 
said.
Aside from the 2 brothers and 4 
sisters, the clan consists of 29 grand­
children, 44 great-grandchildren and 
4 great-great grandchildren.
Employment Tip of the 
Week - Brought to you by 
Employment Review and 
BestJobsUSA.com
Regardless of what position you
hold, it’s imperative to be at the
top of your game.
• Keep your skills current.
• Assess yourself against 
others in your field.
• Read trade journals, newslet­
ters or join associations in 
your area of expertise to stay 
on top of ongoing changes 
in your profession.
Ralph and Frances Garcia pose in an 
early photograph taken in June, 1944. 
The couple celebrated 70 years of mar­
riage and repeated their wedding vows 
at a special Mass at St. Bernardine’s 
Church, the identical church where they 
were married in August 10'", 1930.
The families are proud that there 
are five Marines that have either 
served or are serving their country: 
David Lambert-1950, Jess Garcia- 
1960, Master Sergeant Michael 
Perez-2000, Peter Munoz-in boot 
camp and Valerie Wilkies-2000.
Our father is the head of the fam­
ily and has worked very hard for 
us all these many years and we 
appreciate what he has done. Our 
mother is the foundation and the 
glue that has kept our family to­
gether. She is the one that listened 
and gave advice and is always 
there for us. We have all adopted 
the family values, traditions and 
Catholic faith that our parents have 
taught us. All of us, the children, 
grandchildren and the rest of us, 
have been blessed by having won­
derful parents. We hope that they 
will be with us forever.
Daughters Rose, Toni, Trini, Tillie 
and sons, Ralph and Jess
When we married into the family, 
we were immediately accepted as 
daughters, especially with 
Frances. We are glad to be part 
of a beautiful family. 
Daughters-in-law Linda and 
Eleanor
IMPROVE YOUR FAMILY’S 
FINANCES
Overwhelmed by debt? 
Nonprofit service that helps 
you get out of debt.
No loans.
• Fast, private service by 
phone
• Stop collection calls - 
ConEdential
• One low monthly 
payment
Start getting out of debt TODAY! 
Call Concord Credit 
1-888-454-2381 
codel609
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JOE ORTIZ RETURNS TO INLAND EMPIRE, 
WILL RAISE FUNDS FOR CATHOLIC
CHARITIES
Joe Ortiz, a former Los Angeles- 
based radio and television broadcaster 
and public relations specialist, is re­
turning to his roots in the Inland Em­
pire to work for the San Bernardino/ 
Riverside Catholic Charities. Sr. 
Georgianna Cahill, the organizations’ 
Executive Director, said the Indio, 
California native has been hired as the 
organization’s Director of Develop­
ment and Public Relations.
Cahill stated Ortiz’s responsibility 
is to strengthen the organization’s de­
velopment and public relations depart­
ment, establish stronger ties with both 
media and funding sources, and to 
make the public more aware of the 
services Catholic Charities is provid­
ing the citizens of the Inland Empire.
“Joe Ortiz brings to Catholic Chari­
ties a wealth of media talent and many 
years of fundraising experience with
groups and organizations that touch 
people’s lives,’’ said Sr. Georgianna. 
“His return to his (Coachella Valley) 
roots for us is so timely, as we see an 
even greater need to serve the grow­
ing poor and those most in need in 
the Inland Empire.’’
After graduating from Coachella 
Valley Union High School, and serv­
ing a stint in the U. S. Air Force, Ortiz 
left Indio and attended Riverside City 
College and the University of Cali­
fornia at Riverside and obtained 
teaching credentials from UCLA. He 
has spent most of his aduk career in 
the Los Angeles area after working 
for several agencies in the Inland Em­
pire, including positions as a job de­
veloper for the Mexican American 
Opportunity Foundation in Riverside, 
a job preparedness instructor at Riv­
erside City College, and as a human 
relations specialist at Ramona High 
School. He moved to Los Angeles in 
1969 to work as a job agent and pa­
role officer for the State of Califor­
nia, then worked for the Greater Los 
Angeles Community Action Agency 
as a public information specialist, and 
then with Los Angeles City Council­
man John Ferraro as a press deputy. 
He later served in various public in­
formation positions at Los Angeles 
Unified School District and South 
Bay College, before working for the 
Mexican American Legal Defense 
and Education Fund (MALDEF) as
MEXICAN PAPER 
SCULPTURES 
COME TO 
SAN BERNARDINO
Technology developed by a 
Mexican couple leads to 
artistic creation.
The Mexican Consulate in San 
Bernardino has invited Sergio 
Elizondo and Rosa Elena Ponce, from 
the state of Chihuahua, to bring their 
“Esculturas con Pulpa de Papel” 
(Sculptures made of paper pulp), to 
the Inland Empire.
The exhibit will be hosted at the 
Carousel Mall, in downtown San Ber­
nardino, from August 15 through the 
17*. On the 18*, it moves to the 
Consulate’s office, - 293 N. “D” St. 
- as background for the official open­
ing of the Consulate’s new location.
Mr. Elizondo and Ms. Ponce, are 
both graduates of the Technology In­
stitute of Monterrey, and had been 
working in creating the new sculpt­
ing material for several years before 
perfecting it. The complete process 
is done by hand, from producing the 
pulp to its final shape, texture and 
color.
JVRN POliO
The BEST Tasting Chicken
1199BUY 2 WHOLE 
CHICKENS 
FOR ir
ICLUDESr 
2 WHOLE CHICKENS, 
Choice of 20 Corn 
Or Hower Tortillas & llfl. oz 
of Hot or Mild Salsa
Not valid on catering or party orders. May not 
be combined with any other offers. Limit 2 
orders per customer. Exp 9-29^
ROLL ON DOWN 
TO JUAN POLIO!
Fontana San Bernardino
9141 CilnisAve. 12S6W.5lh Street
(Citius& Fontana Rd.) (at Ml Vernon)
427-8960 885-5598
Highland Redlands
3553 E. Hkghland Ave. 802 W. Colton Ave.
(Higl#)d&Palm) (Colton & Texas)
864-5381 793-3885
New Highland
1014 E. Highland Ave.
(Across Perris Hill Park, Next to Pizza Hut)
881-4191
it’s Director of Corporate Develop­
ment and Special Events. It was in 
Los Angeles that Ortiz landed a job in 
broadcasting while still working in the 
social service arena.
Ortiz has the distinction of being 
the first Mexican American in the U.S. 
to host an English-language talk show 
on a commercial radio station. The 
award-winning broadcaster began his 
media career at KABC TALK RA­
DIO 79 AM in 1971, then worked as 
a talk show host and news reporter 
for several other Los Angeles stations, 
including KLOS-FM, KNXT-TV 
(now KCBS-TV), KPPC-AM, 
KPZE-AM, and KPFK-FM (Pacifica 
Radio Network), where he served at 
its Chief News Reporter. For the last 
12 years, he has served as president 
of Joe Ortiz & Associates, a full ser­
vice public relations company in the 
San Fernando Valley, focusing on pro­
moting and raising funds for numer­
ous non-profit and community-based 
organizations. He has served on nu­
merous professional and community- 
based organizations, including the Boy 
Scouts of America, Manny Mota In­
ternational Youth Foundation and the 
Latin Business Association.
“Joe’s vast knowledge and years of 
experience at working on the prob­
lems facing the poor and indigent.
along with his strong media skills, will 
help us (Catholic Charities) to bring 
greater focus to our mission, and it 
will also help with our urgent call to 
secure more financial support to as­
sist those in greatest need,” said 
Cahill.
Ortiz, who has dedicated the ma­
jority of his professional career in the 
social services and media arenas, 
stated he was excited about being able 
to use his experience and vast media 
and fundraising network to enhance 
Catholic Charities’ existing programs, 
and to develop the resources to launch 
other needed programs as well. Ortiz 
said he believes the economic condi­
tions of poor and indigent people in 
the Inland Empire are becoming 
worse, and that securing resources 
is becoming even more difficult. But, 
Ortiz added he is looking forward to 
the challenge.
“Most average citizens recognize 
they are living in very difficult times 
nowadays. Imagine the struggles be­
ing faced by the less fortunate,” said 
Ortiz. “Therefore, our department 
plans to be more active in telling the 
story of the positive impact Catholic 
Charities is having in addressing these 
issues, to both the community and to 
those who financially support this 
much needed service.”
Colfon-Kedlanm
Over 50 Career Prep Courses Offered
Business & Marketing
Accounting Clerk, Bookkeeping &
Payroll, Desktop Publishing, Financial 
Occupations, Intro, to Computers,
Intro, to Internet, MS Office 2000, and 
more.
Health Careers
Dental Front Office, Veterinary Assistant, 
Medical Records Clerk, MS; Office 2000 for 
Medical Occupations, Medical Terminology, 
I Nurse Assistant, Pharmacy Tech, and more.
Industry & Technology
Auto Repair, Internetworking (CISCO),
Welding, and more.
Service-Related Careers
Child Care Occupations, Cosmetology, First 
Aid CPR, Instructional Aide, Photography, and 
more.
/plusa^^Ws^,-
timer
Walk-In Registration begins 
Aug 21 
pick up a schedule today!
ROP
REGIONAL
OCCUPATIONAL
1214 Indian
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SAN BERNARDINO COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
DISTRICT’S NEW CHANCELLOR
Continued from Page 1
“EL ALMA AL AIRE”
El Nuevo Disco De Alejandro Sanz Saldra a la 
Venta en Septiembre
• Construction projects of historic 
proportions, including the re-construc­
tion of 74-year-old Valley College 
campus to deal with seismic concerns,
• The addition of classrooms and 
remodeling of others at 28-year-old 
Crafton Hills College, Yucaipa;
• Negotiations for the sale of present 
district headquarters at 441 W. 8“’ 
Street, San Bernardino, and construc­
tion of new offices and computer 
classrooms at San Bernardino Inter­
national Airport (formerly Norton 
AFB), where the Air Force’s NCO 
Academy building has been demol­
ished to make way for the new struc­
ture.
• A joint effort with city and county 
of San Bernardino to build a multi- 
million dollar regional center at the 
airport for FAA-required training for 
aircraft-related fires and rescues.
• Education of a burgeoning Inland 
Empire population projected in the 
next 10 years to increase by 135% 
within the district’s boundaries alone.
About SBCCD’s wave of activity. 
Dr. Averill said, “I think I can contrib­
ute to getting the district where it 
wants to go from here.”
He is also ready for new technol­
ogy that is at the forefront of all 
SBCCD construction projects. Among 
his top interests is beefing up the high 
school student transfer program and 
involving families in education deci­
sions.
Dr. Averill’s former 9.8 Palo Verde 
College, in a farming and state prison
community on the Califomia-Arizona 
border, began moving to a new 200- 
acre site under his leadership, and new 
industry followed. The student enroll­
ment if less than one fourth that of 
SBCCD’s two colleges, and accord­
ingly forged partnerships with other 
colleges and universities, one is Park 
College, Missouri, from which 14 Palo 
Verde students received baccalaure­
ate degrees in June.
Dr. Averill, 62 includes in his expe­
rience, more than seven years of 
teaching for Cal State, Los Angeles, 
Long Beach and San Luis Obispo, as 
well as seven years as a secondary 
school teacher.
He held the following posts during 
a 39-year-span; Glendale CCD vice 
president of human resources, 1990- 
1996, after five years there as dean 
of instruction and career education; 
Coast CCD vice chancellor for edu­
cational planning, 1977-1984; Coast­
line CCD’s area dean for a year; Hun­
tington Beach School District’s direc­
tor of career education, 1972-1977, 
and Whittier Union High School’s 
work experience coordinator, 1967- 
1972.
Dr. Averill earned his doctoral de­
gree from the University of La Verne 
and master’s and bachelor’s degrees 
from Cal State, Los Angeles. He re­
ceived an administrative credential 
from University of Southern Califor­
nia and also studied at community 
colleges in Los Angeles.
Como ya hemos informado con 
anterioridad Alejandro Sanz estd 
actualmente en Miami grabando su 
nuevo album que llevard por titulo 
“El alma al aire
Alejandro Sanz se encuentra en un 
momento creativo excepcional, y ha 
compuesto las que posiblemente sean 
las mejores canciones de su carrera. 
Este disco incluira diez nuevas 
composiciones.
Emanuele Ruffmengo (coproductor 
de los anteriores albumes de 
Alejandro Sanz, “3” y “Mas”) esta 
produciendo este nuevo disco, 
grabado con un sistema digital 
disenado especialmente para este 
proyecto.
Algunos de los musicos que 
colaboran en “El Alma al Aire”, ya 
habian participado en anteriores 
grabaciones de Alejandro Sanz: 
Vicente Amigo, Alfredo Paixao, 
Ludovico Vagnone, etc.
Otros, como Josemi Carmona, 
Montse Cortes, Chaboli o Paquito 
Echevarria colaboran por primera vez 
en un disco de Alejandro Sanz.
A mediados de julio esta previsto 
que den comienzo las mezclas de “El 
alma al aire”. Seran realizadas por 
los mismos ingenieros que mezclaron 
“MAS”. Renato Cantele y Mauricio 
Biancani.
El nuevo disco de Alejandro Sanz 
“El alma al aire”
Need help finding a 
hospital?
Call for the free brochure,
“Helping You Choose 
A Hospital”
FREE LEGAL AID FOR TEEN PARENTS!
According to the Dept of Health Services, in 1997,61,107 California 
teenagers gave birth—63% were to Latinas. Inland Empire Latino 
Lawyers is hosting a Media Conference/Informational session to pro­
mote a new FREE program that provides legal advice/representa­
tion for low-income teen parents.
Who: Inland Empire Latino Lawyers Association
What: Media/Informational Conference to Promote 
“One Step Further Program—
The Legal Rights of Teenage Parents
When: Wednesday, August 23,2000, 5 p.m.
Where: Cesar Chaves Community Center 
2060 University Avenue, Suite 206 
Riversidee CA 92507
630.792.5800 
or go to www.icaho.org
Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
Continuously improving patient safety and the quality 
of care for patients through accreditation
EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONALS
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
The Children’s After-school Program 
for success Is in need of your 
assistance. Positions are now 
availabie for aduits 18 years 
of age and older.
You must be a High Schooi 
graduate or possess a G.E.D.
Appiy at San Bernardino City Haii, 
300 North “D” Street, 2"“ Floor 
or call 384-5231
CARPET MASTERS’^
RUG
WATER DAMAGE eVpIrts ^ New Carpet_Saies 3 
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
60 RUG DRYING ROOM CAPACITY 
> CARPET CLEANING - FURNITURE CLEANING AND 
DRAPERY CLEANING
INSURANCE CLAIMS SPECfALISTS
* "STEAM EXTRACTION METHOD" ★ "HILD SHAMPOO METHOD"
* "DRY FOAM METHOD" * ORIENTAL RUGS CLEANED
* RED STAIN REMOVAL * CARPET RESIRETCHED « REPAIRING
FAST DRY METHOD ON WALL TO WALL CARPETING 
FREE ESTIMATES / FREE PICK-UP-DELIVERY 
16,000 SQ FT MODERN FACILITY TO SERVE YOU
B 889-2689 McDtcliDanl
t-.. —■/ CARFCT J FWOTtCTOR
t A. A. ^ W
649 SO WATERMAN SAN BERNARDINO
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Do You Use Energy Wisely?
Want to discover ways to help reduce your energy consumption and save 
money? Then join Riverside Public Utilities' ENERGY SAVER program.
If you're a Riverside Pubhc Utilities’ customer, we'll 
give you a free, detailed analysis of your home 
appliance energy use. and then suggest ways to help 
you conserve energy and save.
To find out more about RPU's ENERGY SAVER 
program, call us at 826-5485.
RIVERSIDE
i'l Ki lu n il I ni s
u \v\v.ci.rivvr.siclc.ca;iis/ucifirfc.s
Real people. Real needs. 
Real benefits.
ADVANCE
America’s Economic Development Venture for Area Neighborhoods, Communities & Enterprises
Small Business Innovative Research Conference 
(SBIR/STTR Conference)
This program is intended to:
• Strengthen the role of small businesses in meeting federal research and 
development
• Increase commercial application of federally funded research results.
• Foster and encourage participation of minority and woman owned small 
businesses in technological innovation.
Keynote Speakers:
Governor Gray Davis & Congressman Joe Baca
Sponsored bv:
• The United States Department of Energy (DOE)
• Sandia National Laboratories 
• ADVANCE
• South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
Where:
South Coast Air Quality Management District 
21865 E. Copley Dr.
Diamond Bar, CA.
When:
August 22 and 23,2000 
8:30 am - 4:30pm
Please join us for this exciting and informative conference
Cost per person: $25.00 (per day), $40.00 (for both days) 
Please RSVP by August 17, 2000, space is limited!
(562) 789-5699 ext 108
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES SPECIAUST 
$2551 to $3259/mo
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES SPECIAUST TRAINEE 
$2099 to $2680/M0
The Jobs and Employment Services Department is 
recruiting for Employment Service Specialist.
Req’s: Education 30 sem. (45 qtr) units of college coursework 
taken to satisfy the general or major req’s for a degree in 
humanities, public/business administration, 
behavior/social or natural science, education or a closely related field. 
Exp: ESS Trainee; 1 yr of public contact experience which 
included interpreting and applying government regulations.
ESS; 1 yr of experience in a JTPA, CalWORKs Emp Svcs,
ROP, or Dept, of Labor Welfare to Work Grant Svce prog, 
which included Job counseling, training or development for participants 
(equiv. to an ESS or Trainee); - OR ■ 1 yr of exp as a credentialed elementary, 
secondary or vocational instructor or school counselor.
Apply by 9/8/00 at;
San Bernardino County HR 
157 W. Fifth St, First Floor 
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0440 
(909) 387-8304 
www.co.san-bernardino.ca.us 
EOE/ADA Compliant
CONDO 
IN
REDLANDS 
$65,000
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN 
THIS COZY 2BD/1.5BA CONDO 
Give me a call on this or any other property 
Agent GIGI 909-307-2883 
or 909-862-3040
CARPINTERIA 
DE MUEBLES FINOS 
Solicita Personal 
Con o sin experiencia tal como 
Lijadores, Operadores de 
maquina, Ensambladores y 
Talladores. Turnos de 6:00 am 
A 4:30 pm y de 4:30 pm A 3:00 
am 4 dias por semana.
Aplique en persona de 7:00 
am A 5:00 pm de iunes a 
viernes.
OAKWOOD INTERIORS 
1333 SOUTH BON VIEW AVE 
ONTARIO, CA 91761 
(909) 930-3500 EXT 525
A message from California Department of Health Services funded 
by the U.S. Dept, of Agriculture Department of Public Health 
Nutrition Program Human Services System County of San Ber­
nardino Project LEAN and the Nutrition Network Grant #99-85867
BARTER EXCHANGE
Additional Business Through Bartering
t
The Personal Touch
Attention business Owners!
How would you like 
more CASH in your pocket?
^ • Over 150 Barter Members • Barter the needs for your business • ~
• Personal • Legal • Landscaping • Medical • Corporate gifts • Advertising
• Photography • Auto Expense • Cateri g -TV’s/Appliances Etc....
Now doesn Y that sound GREAT? Interested
(909) 881-6131 & 6132 • FAX (909) 881-6133 
Ask for Joseph, Julie, Maryann, orTonv
15 YEARS IN BUSINESS
%
■jjL iatfil
